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Benefits

SAFEcommand Courier (ScCourier) has been developed for the retrieval and distribution of geospatial and non-geospatial information from back office applications and external sources.

ScCourier provides central management for a fleet of mobile data terminals (MDTs) across a wide geographical area enabling central control of the distribution of data and device configurations for use on individual MDTs, allowing any number of device types and disparate data sources to be maintained.

Features

ScCourier is an efficient and customisable single point of data distribution and information gathering for emergency service field devices.

Real-time Updates

- Regular checking for information and software updates.
- Changes are discovered and distributed to clients in almost real-time.
- Postpone updates that require software restarts.

Efficient Service

- Automatic discovery and distribution of information such as risks and hydrants.
- Uninterrupted use of devices during data updates.
- Schedule large data updates such as mapping and software.

Intelligent Dashboard

- See when devices were last connected to the central depot.
- Identify out-of-date clients.
- Review system information such as SAFEcommand software version, available disk space, ISSI and IP/GD92 addresses.

- Review and change callsign, GD92 and ISSI information.
- Verify updates using “test” mode.

Remote Device Log Monitoring

- Retrieve troubleshooting logs from devices.
- Review user activity on devices from use logs.

Third-party Data Source Support

- Acquisition including data such as mapping, software and configuration files, Chemdata and CRS databases.
- Centrally manage custom data source acquisition.